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Fluorescent white paint, black neon lights and absent work. William 
Dobell, Portrait of Robert Menzies (1960), Ken Unsworth, untitled Marquette (1972), Ian 
Milliss, untitled, (1969) 

Robert Menzies was the 12th Prime Minister of Australia and held office from 1939 to 1941, and then 
1949 to 1966. During his tenure he heavily endorsed Australian landscape painting, establishing a 
cultural policy that essentially placed a ‘moratorium on modernism’. With Dead Painting, Stupid 
Painting, Stop Painting John Adair suggests this hindered the development of abstract painting, 
preventing Australia from following the trajectory of American modernism. Ian Milliss and Ken 
Unsworth were both early Australian conceptual artists and are layered on top of +air's work to 
represent the idiosyncratic progression of art in Australia; the painted absence of Menzies stressing the 
invisibility of abstract art in the canon of Australian art history. 
 UK/EU-based artist John Adair/+air is a member of the Sydney Non Objective group (SNO), an artist-
run gallery in Marrickville. 
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A significant blockade was enacted in Australian culture post Dada that has 
significantly affected the way Australians in general 
see/experience/collect/appreciate visual art. 1 
 
Photography is an important part of the equation. Without it, the notion of painting 
wouldn’t have died and we wouldn’t have had the extraordinary brevity of image-
laden dialogue that imbued and coerced the 20th century. 
 
Unfortunately in Australia, during the early part of the 20th century, this evolving 
brevity was barred. The consequences of a particularly enacted moratorium on 
modernism has reverberated through and maintained an educative process over 
decades, which arguably have curbed Australians into a false sense of aesthetic 
reasoning. 2 
 
Simply, this purpose has stunted the growth of contemporary art in Australia in 
relation to the rest of the world. That is, the creative conscience of this country is 
critically different to what it might’ve been if it were allowed to engage internationally 
in the several decades prior to 1970. 
 
The thread from young to old; dead to live; active to passive is the narrative here. 
 
Each inclusion on top of my work has at least a three fold reasoning for being there. 

                                                
1 Jane E. Hunt. "“Victors” and “victims”: Men, women, modernism and art in Australia" Journal of 
Australian studies 27.80 (2003): 65-75 
2 John F. Williams 1995 The Quarantined Culture: Australian Reactions to Modernism 1913-1939, 
Cambridge University Press 



It's not just about abstraction.  
 
However, abstraction in Australia has become the scapegoat for the denouement 
and curtailing of contemporary practice in general. The aberrant cursive support of 
representational art, post 1970s, is somewhat evident of this.  
 
Australian art and its artists have had great opportunity but have been so often 
derailed by the parallel evolving cognoscenti on all levels. The sweet spot of 
Australian contemporary art (circa 1970) was short lived and severely shot down (or 
perhaps just swept aside in the wake of the return to painting zeitgeist/neo 
expressionism of 1979/1980). Perhaps by the time Australia re-entered the 
international art dialogue after a 20-year retraction it was all over. To that, Australia’s 
rather patchy involvement in the Venice Biennale is compelling reading and to some 
extent well describes the notion of a nation under glass.3 
 
Since the obtuse 1980s many of the serial/conceptually abstract artists of the 1960s 
and 70s have either stopped, critically softened or become figuratively engaged. Any 
that have continued a concrete course have a severely undervalued presence in 
Australian art history. 
 
The discursive presence of a contemporary abstraction maintaining face and thread 
in history is so unclear, even today, as to affect the very aesthetic course of many a 
sincere and dedicated Australian visual poet. 
 
The commitment of an Australian collective consciousness to maintain illusory 
paradigms as true art has overwhelmed and arguably corrupted the career and intent 
of many Australian artists. 
 
Each artist placed on top of my work have something to say about this. Particularly in 
the out working of their own lives, practice and position in history. Each story is 
iconically different yet connected ...from Dobell’s unnoted journey toward abstraction 
to Unsworth’s journey from abstraction to Milliss's committment and subsequent 
departure from critical process to Bloomfield’s move from minimal abstraction to 
photo reliant figuration and departure to Haseman’s critical default. ... but form part of 
the encumbered paradigm that is a response, necessitating a possible historical 
documentation on the pressures originally initiated by Robert Menzies moratorium on 
modernism (and subsequently carried throughout the 20th century by such as the 
disappointingly incongruous Angry Penguins, Bernard Smith’s Antipodean Manifesto 
and so on...) to the strength of an innate parochial evangelism that forces many an 
artist and student of the visual arts to default, float or be eddied by multiculturalism. 
 
My main interest is in education. To unfurl what art is in this country is to give the real 
a voice and respect that the illusory has robbed. 
 
THAT'S NOT ART AND THAT IS. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
3 Scott, Sarah (2003) 'Imaging a nation: Australia's representation at the Venice biennale, 1958', Journal 
of Australian Studies, 27: 79, 51 — 63. 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 


